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Druid Mine, Ashburton
Phil Newman

An historical investigation and archaeological survey is presented for Druid Mine,
Ashburton,
which operated between 1852 and 1874. A rare abundance of
documentation has resulted in a detailed narrative for a small, mid nineteenth-century
Devon copper mine, together with valuable insights into the personalities, share dealings,
management and methods of prosecuting the underground work. The large-scale
archaeological survey has provided a record of the remains surviving on the ground
which when analyzed in the light of the historical record has resulted in a detailed

understanding of the mine and its story.

INTRODUCTION
Druid Mine, also known as Arundell Mine, New Victoria Mine and
Devon New Copper Mine, is a small disused copper mine located near
Ashburton, 1.5km north-west of the town (Fig. 1). Recorded activity at
the mine lasted just twenty-two years between 1852 and 1874, during
which period a massive investment of cash and equipment was made
by several companies. Apart from the removal of machinery after
closure the site has remained virtually undisturbed since abandonment
and a number of important features survive in a relatively good
condition. The ruined engine house and its stack, both still standing,
are well known and visible from the nearby road. The mine also had
an impressive 60ft waterwheel, used to power crushing machinery, and
remains of the wheelpit and associated building survive. Water to drive
the wheel was stored in a large earthwork reservoir at the north end of
the site. A remarkable collection of documentation for the mine exists1
which, together with the new survey, provides an interesting narrative
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Fig. I. Druid Mine. Location map.

for this small but historically significant Dartmoor copper mine.
Though the companies operating the mine re-named it several times, it
is today and was for much of the time it was working, known as Druid
Mine because of its location at Druid.
Location (Figs 1 & 2)
The mine remains are on the south-facing eastern summit of Ausewell
Hill at SX 7450 7160, 245m above OD, south-west of the Rewlea
Cross to Welstor Cross road, within the lands of the former Druid
estate. It is sited in an area of former fields, now covered by mixed
woodland.

The work of previous writers
Dines2 provided a useful description of the lodes and shafts at Druid
but supplied little historical information. Hamilton Jenkin3 and Von
Arx have both summarized some of the material available in the
Mining Journal, and the latter was also able to supplement the
information with some primary documentation from a private source.4
A useful standing-building survey and discussion of the engine house,
with scaled drawings has been published by R.W. and R. D. Nance.5
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Fig. 2. Map showing topography of Druid Mine and mining features in the area.

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
Arundell United Copper Mines
It is unlikely that any mining took place on the Druid estate prior to
the early 1850s; the tithe map of 1840 for example has no indication
of anything other than agricultural fields here. The first available
document alluding to mining is a letter from Mr Shirley Woolmer to
John Sparke Amery, owner of the Druid estate, dated 24 April 1852
concerning the purchase of nearby Boro’ Wood in which it is also
mentioned that:
The times are unfortunate from the war affair and the long delays and
expenses of the Arundell with the very uncertain results of mining are against
us - all is promise promise - when will results come? 7

This frustration may refer to the attempts at getting a company
started rather than problems on the ground as the first share issue
(below) did not appear until June, although the name of Arundell had
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already been adopted. By May 1852 it was reported in the Mining
Journal that ‘The Druid Mine has been sold’ to be operated under the
name of ‘Wheal Arandle’ and that ‘the purchasers have put on several
hands who are chiefly employed in costeaning’.8 One month later a
short and very favourable report describing the Arundell Copper
Mine was published, in which its author, a geologist named Dr
Watson, stated that the ores could be regarded as first and second
class. At the time of his writing the work so far carried out was ‘a pit
sunk onto the lode to the shallow depth of 30ft and a small drift
branching from its bottom’.’
The company, to be known as Arundell United Copper Mines
(though the ‘United’ was dropped by the following year in most
reports), was launched in June 1852 when the first share prospectus
was circulated.10 The mine, which was to be issued in 10,000 shares
of £1 per share and run on the Cost Book Principle, was described as
having three separate setts. According to the prospectus, twelve lodes
had been discovered and work had already commenced on a shaft
and adit, and, ‘it is confidently expected that a sale of ores will
shortly take place’. The assay report claimed that the ores raised were
of ‘high class’ giving nine percent of metal ‘nearly three percent above
the average of copper ores generally’. The London office was at 11
Chancery Lane and the secretary was J.W. Arundell. The consulting
mine engineer and assayer was J.J.WWatson (author of the geological
report), William Williams was the first captain at the mine and
Messrs Strahan, Paul and Co. were to act as bankers. James Whitton
Arundell11 from whom the mine clearly took its name, is known to
have had interests at other Dartmoor mines including the Devon Tin
Mine at Brimpts12 and Bagtor Mine.13
In July 1852 the share issue appeared in the Mining Journal where
among the optimistic claims made, backed up by Dr Watson’s figures
as to the richness of the ores, it was stated that one advantage of the
mine was that the lodes could be ‘rapidly worked for some time to
come without the aid of expensive machinery’. Captain Williams
reported that:
There is general, I may say universal, opinion amongst the numerous and
respectable miners in the neighborhood, that the Arundell Mines are the best
speculation, and offer the best prospect of success, of all the mines hitherto
opened in this part of Devonshire .14
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As an added inducement to potential investors, they were reminded
of the fact that Devon Great Consols had started out similarly on a
small though optimistic scale and the value of each £1 share in that
mine then exceeded £320.16 Parallels with Devon Great Consols, the
most successful copper mine in England at that time, were to be a
recurrent theme in the marketing of shares for Arundell Mine for
many years to come. In the first report to shareholders on 4
September, for example, it was stated: ‘A remarkable resemblance has
been found to exist in the indication of the gossan and killas at the
sett now opening in the Arundell Mines to those of Devon Great
Consols’.16

Fig. 3. Plan of mine setts at Druid as delineated on 5 November 1852, part of the
Arundell United Mine. Based on documents in the possession of Mr and Mrs Heatley.
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The first surviving legal document associated with the mine at
Druid, is an indenture of 5 November 1852, between J. S. Amery on
the one part, and James W. Arundell, Shirley Foster Woolmer and
Edmund Preston Walker, all three of Middlesex, on the other.17 None
of the setts described and depicted on an attached map (Fig. 3), nos
2 and 3, is the site where the mining actually took place; all surface
evidence for mining is within Sett 1 (Fig. 4), for which an earlier
indenture had already been agreed. The Sett 1 lease is mentioned in a
bi-monthly share meeting report of 11 November 1852, when an
agreement over Setts 2 and 3 is described as well as the re-negotiation
of the lease for Sett 1 particularly regarding its duration.18 Apart from
the normal talking-up of the enterprise, it was also reported to this
meeting that a deputation of adventurers had visited the mine for
several days and although unable to go underground themselves, Mr
Amery had reported seeing the lode himself and that it was thirty feet
wide and improving. The smith’s shop, counting house and other
necessary buildings were also now complete. Interesting additional
information revealed in this particular report concerns aspects of the
social consciences of the proprietors, in particular J.S. Amery who
was paying the men their wages at his own home at Druid, in
preference to ‘to the evil attendant on paying the miners at a public
house’, and had founded a library on behalf of the miners, for which
he also provided a room in his house. A benevolent fund for the
miners had been established through (presumably voluntary)
subscription from shareholders and the fund stood at over £100.
At the next meeting in January 1853 it was clear that progress at the
mine, concentrated on Watson’s and William’s shafts, had been
hampered by rain and flooding and it was suggested that a steam
engine to pump the mine should now be purchased. However, a
decision was deferred and pumping powered by a newly-erected horse
whim was to continue. The meeting concluded with a report from John
Brown, a working miner at the Arundell, who stated how similar he felt
the lode appeared to that of the Devon Great Consols mine.19 By March
the decision to purchase a steam engine had been taken, probably on
the advice of Josiah Hitchins, a respected mine engineer of Tavistock
who had recently been consulted on the best way for the mine to
proceed and had subsequently been engaged as a ‘mining consultant’.20
It is also recorded that the adventurers, excited by mineral finds in a
field near William’s shaft by Amery, explored the possibility of
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Fig. 4. Plan of the mine setts at Druid as delineated on the Devon New Copper Mining
Co. lease of 4 June I860. Biased on D80 5651M/lease.
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installing a tramroad to cart the anticipated lodes of ore from the adit
to the washing floors, with the resolution that estimates should be
obtained as to cost.21 This equipment was never installed as the
emphasis of underground work was soon to shift elsewhere on the sett.
An advertisement requesting tenders for a 3 0-inch cylinder engine
appeared in the Mining Journal in May 1853.22 Also in May a ‘new’ shaft
was christened Queen Victoria ‘amidst much rejoicing from all present’.23
At about this time however there was dissatisfaction among
committee members regarding William Williams’ performance as
mine captain and several letters from Arundell to Amery reflect
annoyance regarding his high spending coupled with the lack of
results. For example:
You must impress upon him that he is not to try any ‘posh’ experiments - a
great deal of money has already been thrown away by his want of
experience.24

Arundell believed Williams to be wasting and misdirecting
resources and in July 1853 he was dismissed, to be replaced
temporarily by Captain Drew.
By the November meeting, a change of strategy in the working of
the mine was discussed, following a further visit by a deputation of
shareholders. It was felt that the method employed to date, described
as a ‘miner-like system’ whereby two shafts were being sunk and a
massive adit driven which would intersect on the lode, was not
appropriate and had involved unnecessarily high costs. What was
needed was to prove the lode from surface by one shaft, served by a
steam engine and this was now being carried out under Captain
Drew. The steam engine was at that time under erection,
manufactured by Messrs Nicholls, Williams and Co. of Tavistock.
When this was put to work and as soon as the Victoria shaft reached
25-30 fathoms, a cross-course could be cut and results would follow.
Shareholders at this meeting were also very interested in some
experiments to extract gold from the ores at the Arundell by an
Australian called John Calvert, using apparatus developed by Berdan.
The results so far were reported to have been favourable and it was
decided to experiment on a larger scale.26
On Christmas Eve of 1853, sixty miners were invited to a supper at
Amery’s residence where food was provided by the adventurers and
each was presented with a gift of warm clothing.27
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At the January 1854 meeting of shareholders, Captain Drew stated
that the engine was still under erection but he provided the usual
favourable report as to the prospects, which had been much enhanced
by the discovery of a caunter lode within the adit. However, Josiah
Hitchins recommended that they should not be distracted by this and
continue in pursuit of the ‘Great Lode’ by the methods they had
previously agreed. As to the gold experiments, although the results
had apparently been very good, the committee decided not to
purchase their own apparatus at that point.28 On 23 February 1854
it was reported that ‘the new steam engine had been set in motion
about a week since and fully answers expectation’.29
Despite the completion of the engine, progress at the mine
continued to be unspectacular throughout 1854, though regular
optimistic reports appeared in the local press:

Fig. 5. Share certificate forArundell United Copper Mines, dated I 7 March 1854 and
signed by J. W Arundel! (author’s collection).
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At Wheal Arundell the lode still looks good. The engine works exceedingly
satisfactorily, and a fine vein of malleable copper has been discovered.”

At the mine, in a cross-cutting to the lode, native copper is produced,
specimens of which may be seen at the London offices. The Captain reports
very favourably of the progress they are now making.31

By April work had recommenced on the Victoria engine-shaft and
was continuing in Watson’s and Arundell shafts, under the new
captain William Thomas. Meanwhile Mr Samuel Perks announced
his intention to carry out further gold extraction experiments on ore
from the mine, using apparatus he had himself developed.33-34
Optimism, on the part of the committee at least, continued, and yet
another deputation visited the mine and relayed their great
confidence in it to the September meeting.35 In the Devonport Journal
it was stated that ‘a fine lode of malleable copper has been found on
the Arundell mines during this week. The men engaged on the works
had a treat on Monday in consequence of the cheering aspect of the
mine’.36 It would appear that the management had a sympathetic
contact at the Devonport Journal as their optimistic tone continued
throughout 1854:
The spirited company at Wheal Arundell still carry on the mine with much
perseverance. The lode will be shortly cut, when we trust a good profitable
vein will be discovered. This company certainly are most liberal, and the
thanks of the inhabitants of Ashburton are greatly indebted to them, in many
instances within the last fortnight.37

Another attempt at raising the credibility of the mine came when
Captain James Richards of Devon Great Consols was asked to survey
and report on the Arundell. His report, published in the Mining
Journal,™ not surprisingly spoke very favourably of the prospects for
the mine.
The mine suffered a major setback in the first half of 1855 when
the company’s bankers, Strahan, Paul and Co. came into difficulties.
The problems were discussed at a special meeting in June, where it
was decided to make drastic economies including secretary James
Arundell giving up his salary while Captain Thomas would have his
salary reduced. Work was to continue at the mine nevertheless, on
limited outlay of £200 per month and Thomas reported that the
engine shaft now reached a depth of 64 fathoms from where a level
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was being driven north, while Arundell shaft had reached a depth of
25 fathoms.39 In August 1855 the shares formerly held by Strahan,
Paul and Co., were offered for sale40 but soon after it was reported in
the Exeter Flying Post of 25 October that ‘The Arundell mines... are
stopped, and consequently a large number of men thrown out of
employ, by the failure of Strahan, Paul and Bates who had a number
of shares in them.’41
In early 1856 an attempt was made to interest potential investors
in the Borough-Wood Copper Mining Company, which was to work
a sett, adjacent to and east of the Arundell Mine. Shareholders in the
Arundell company had been tantalized with the prospect of exploring
this area since 1854 following Amery’s purchase of the land,42 and in
correspondence between Amery and Shirley Woolmer as early as
1852, the issue of purchasing and exploiting this sett was discussed.43
It was offered to the Arundell adventurers as an additional sett after
Captain Drew had traced the continuation of the lode through the
area but it was announced in April 1856 that the Borough Wood
Company would be formed as a separate enterprise.44 This company,
promoted by Mr T. Weston of 16 Barge-Yard Chambers,
Bucklersbury, London , was to be run on the cost-book system and
would be issued as 20,000 shares of ten shillings per share. The
prospectus claimed that the company had negotiated a seventeen-year
lease commencing 25 March 1856. One of the main objects of this
proposed company was clearly to take over the setts and equipment
of Arundell Mine of which it is stated: ‘...proceedings are commenced
for at once winding up that Company; in which event an
advantageous opportunity for purchasing that mining sett, with all its
machinery steam-engine, plant &c., will be afforded the shareholders
of the present company’.45 The document mentions the digging of
adits, a shaft and many costeaning pits in ‘Borough’ Wood. Among
the ambitious claims made are the idea that new methods of ore
processing could be used including ‘reduction and separation of
metals from metallic ores and oxides by the action of mineral acids
and of voltaic electricity’. Nothing further was heard of this company
which probably never existed beyond the proposal stage, although
several adits and a shaft do exist within Boro Wood. However, it is
interesting to note that for the authors of this document, the writing
was already on the wall for the Arundell United company. Also of
interest is the fact that the office address for the Borough-Wood
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Copper Mining Company was the same as that of the Arundell Co.
from about this date.46
Despite this aside, the Arundell company battled on and in July
1856 it was reported that ‘Arundell Mine will...soon be worked’47
and by October work had indeed recommenced.48 The details for the
management of the company become a little blurred at around this
time, but at the next recorded shareholders’ meeting on 10 December
1856,49 James Arundell is not listed among the committee and was
not to be heard of again in association with this mine; the office
address had changed to 16 Barge-Yard Chambers, Bucklersbury,
London, though the committee, comprising Messrs Moorsom, Parry,
Parker, Pidcock and Woolmer, were all part of the original enterprise.
The company now used the name Arundell Copper Mining Company
on their stationery.50 An attempt was being made at this time to wind
up the company by Mr Alex Chaffers, a disillusioned shareholder,
who had taken out a Bill to that effect.51
A lengthy report on the viability of the mine was presented in
writing to the committee by Philip Hawke, Captain of the Queen of
the Dart Mine. After describing all the lodes, shafts levels and
equipment at the mine he concluded:
I have no hesitation in stating my decided conviction that this is a property of
very great value... I have no hesitation in stating my conviction that, if the
Arundell Mine is properly opened up ...a very valuable Mine will speedily be
realized. The whole adventure, notwithstanding the mistakes which have
already been made - and outlay, no doubt, in many parts, hitherto ineffectually
expended - is full of promise and reasonable expectation of ultimate and most
probably speedy success. My belief is, that an immense deposit of Copper and
other Mineral Ore will be laid open in this Mine, and may not be far off... I
must say that not to carry forward such an adventure with energy, now that so
much heavy work has been completed, Machinery and Plant ready, and labour
principally required, would be a reproach upon all mining adventure.52

Implicit in this report is a level of incompetence and badly directed
use of funds by the previous management, but also that a decision as
to whether to continue was waiting on the results of this report. The
company was still operational in February 1857 and a further
meeting was recorded on the 12th where it was mentioned that the
loss of the two months working had cost £48.19s.53
In April 1857 an attempt to salvage the Arundell Mine came when
it was re-launched as a limited company. Accompanying the
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published prospectus was a detailed history of the mine to date,
highlighting some of the achievements and some of the mistakes. For
example the driving of the Great Adit in conjunction with Watson’s
Shaft, by then probably abandoned, and the resultant waste of
expenditure and time was mentioned, as was the fact that the engine
shaft had apparently been sunk in a position some distance from the
lode, which had proved a lengthy and costly exercise. However, with
these problems overcome the mine was ‘a bona fide affair’ and ‘forms
an enterprise of no ordinary interest and promise’. New investors
were therefore encouraged to participate.54
At the last recorded meeting of shareholders in October, a
somewhat gloomy affair, mention is made of a law suit brought
against the company by Mr Vaughan Prance, former secretary (who
had presumably taken over the post from J. W. Arundell some time
after October 1855) in pursuit of expenses he was owed by the
company, which had cost a total of £470. Together with the problems
caused by the Strahan Paul affair, this, it was claimed, had
jeopardized the prospects for the mine. It is also recorded at this time
that a Mr Reid was conducting experiments on low-grade ores at the
mine using a process patented by him and his partner O’Neill, and a
small furnace had been erected.55
By May 1858, according to a letter from Shirley Woolmer to Amery
the proposal to re-establish the mine independently under a different
name was favored among the principal shareholders; the proposed
name being Devonshire New Copper Mining Co.5' In a further letter
he stated that the Arundell Company was at an end:
The whole of the machinery plant and materials has been disposed of on
terms to Mr P. F. Nursey and the purchase money in cash paid to the
company’s credit at their bankers - the amount payable to you ordered to be
paid and delivered to Mr Nursey the Purser and Secretary leaving him to
arrange a new loan from you as you have kindly permitted. Enclosed
therefore we forward you, to lose no time, a document by which your
renewed possession of the engine ...is secured...the new company will now be
ready forthwith.57

The Arundell Copper Mine had stayed in business for six years and
although shareholders had been expected to pay out six calls of two
shillings and sixpence each on their shares they had had no returns as
the mine failed to produce any saleable ore.
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Devon New Copper Mining Co. Ltd
In the Mining Journal for October 1858 a correspondent reported that
the ‘new’ company referred to in the letter above, to be known as
Devon New Copper Mining Company (DNCMC) Limited, was in the
course of formation ‘under the auspices of several gentlemen of
considerable wealth and standing’ who had purchased the mine for
£15,000 and paid £1000 for the engine.58 The company was
incorporated on 9 November to be divided into 20,000 shares of £2
and by February 1859 they were inviting subscriptions.59 The names of
all the adventurers are not known but Shirley Woolmer, previously of
Arundell Mine, frequently served as chairman at DNCMC and William
Williams, former captain at Arundell, was also a committee member. A
favourable report on the mine by Jehu Hitchins, a respected mine
agent, was circulated and potential investors were again reminded of
the similarity of the lodes to those at Devon Great Consols.60 J. S.
Amery remained as the freeholder but it appears he became far less
involved in the management of the mining enterprises at Druid after the
demise of the Arundell company. The address of the company office,
16 Barge Yard Chambers, Bucklersbury, London is the same as that of
the Arundell Copper Mining Co. and Borough-Wood Copper Mining
Co. before and was the business address of Perry F. Nursey, the
secretary and purser. An indenture and lease agreement for DNCMC
exists, with an accompanying map (Fig. 5) on which seven separate
setts are shown including the area where the remains lie today in Sett
1. Also depicted, though not named, is Watson’s Shaft and its
associated adit and some buildings, including the engine house.61 None
of the other setts depicted is known to have been developed.
At a meeting of the committee held on 9 April 1859 it was resolved
to recommence work, having succeeded in raising the minimum
capital of £100062 and reports from the mine captain began to be
received later that month. By the 30th it was reported that ‘six men
are engaged to cut the plat in the 46.,63 During the second meeting of
the company in June the engine was said to be in good order
‘notwithstanding the long discontinuance of working’ and
unwatering the mine had taken only five days; it was stated that the
priority should be to sink the Engine Shaft to intersect and prove the
lode. The debate as to whether effort concentrated on the deeper or
shallower sections of lode would bring greatest profit still carried on,
discussed on this occasion by William Williams and Mr Barry.'’4
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At a third meeting, some four months later in October, it is revealed
that the company, having failed to sell sufficient shares, were short of
funds and had decided to suspend work on completion of the
contract to sink Engine Shaft to 58 fathoms. They believed that work
could resume with greater efficiency with a full compliment of miners
when funds became available.65 By April 1860 a correspondent
writing in the Mining Journal reported that work was soon to
resume, though ‘if any useful trial is intended it is hoped that the
present attempt will be carried on for a somewhat more lengthened
period’
The captain of DNCMC was Philip Hawke, former captain of
Queen of the Dart copper mine near Buckfastleigh67 and author of the
1856 report on Arundell. Although he provided numerous brief
reports to the Mining Journal in 1860-61, several, hand-written
letters from Hawke survive from between early November and late
December 1861 reporting progress to the committee. In these letters
he is clearly desperate to keep the shareholders keen though the
prospect for the mine was quite plainly still very poor. The letters
provide detailed description of underground work: the two lodes
which the miners were attempting to exploit were called the Great
North Lode and the New South Lode and during this period much of
the work focussed around the Engine Shaft, also known as Queen
Victoria Shaft, where the miners had already penetrated to the 88
fathom level and were attempting to sink it even deeper. Hawke’s
descriptions of the geology are very precise and optimistic using terms
such as ‘the indications here are extremely encouraging’ or ‘we have
found a stone or two which looks very pretty indeed’68 and he
describes it in such a way as to tantalise the reader into believing
success is just around the corner ‘at the point of collision of these two
champion lodes an immense deposit of Copper is almost certain’ and
‘a mass of mineral there is yet to be obtained I feel quite certain’.69 It
is clear also from these reports that the influx of water at the deeper
levels was a real problem where constant pumping was needed to
prevent flooding, though they were at times finding it difficult to
cope, which was preventing progress. Although it was always in the
nature of mine captains to be of an optimistic disposition, Hawke had
developed this into a fine art; at the end of these reports which really
gave the directors no reason to feel hopeful, he frequently concluded
with an upbeat, though usually unfounded, statement eg: ‘We have
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before us most decidedly a most splendid prospect and the results will
be satisfying’ 70 or ‘I would in conclusion remark the Directors may
rely on the fact that success in no ordinary amount awaits them..’ 71
Despite the shortage of operating funds and the apparent inability
of the mine to produce any saleable ore, in March 1861 the
committee were discussing terms for the lease of a plot of land
adjacent to the sett known as Smerdon’s Land. A sample of ‘silver
ore’ had been taken from this site though assay of it had proved
inconclusive. Advice was being given at this time by a Mr Jenkins of
Callington in Cornwall, who had examined ores from the Druid setts
and found traces of silver, nickel, cobalt, bismuth, copper, sulphur
and arsenic. He also recommended that the mine should have its own
smelting facility to get better returns on the ore, but the committee
wisely declined to do this,72 possibly because they had still failed to
bring ore to the surface in paying quantity. It is not known if the
Smerdon’s Land lease was ever taken up by this company.
Progress at the mine continued slowly but in the summer of 1861
Engine Shaft was being sunk below the 78 fathom level by nine men
at a cost of £16 per fathom and crosscuts were being extended at the
78 and 68 fathom levels.75 By 1862 thirty-six people were working at
the mine and Victoria (Engine) Shaft had been sunk to 96 fathoms.74
The shortage of funds was still a problem however, and in January
1862 it had been decided to issue more shares to raise capital.75 By
March a further decision was taken to give the committee the power
to mortgage the whole property, lease and plant for £3000 to be
repaid at 10% per annum. Work continued nevertheless and a
crushing machine was purchased for £50 while negotiations for a
second boiler were also under way.76 The financial problems
continued throughout that year and in June a call of ten shillings per
share was made.77 It is not known exactly when work ceased at the
mine but the end came for Devon New Copper Mining Co. in
December 1862 when it was voluntarily wound up. s
On 28 May 1863 Mr John Sparham, district medical officer for
Ashburton, gave evidence to a Royal Commission investigating the
conditions in mines.7’ In his evidence, when questioned about cases of
pneumonia, he stated:
80
I think that from the Druid, as we call it, that is to say Devon New Consols,
I get more than from any other on account of the depth: it is an immense
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depth, and there is only one shaft to it. I get more men with pneumonia from
that mine than any of the others.

Sparham also said the mine had been closed for a month to six
weeks due to pecuniary reasons but had employed 40 or 50 men. A
good many accidents had occurred principally from men falling down
the shaft which he said was 600 to 700 feet deep. This last figure is
probably incorrect as the mine is only recorded to have been sunk to
96 fathoms (576 feet).
On 25th October 1864 a letter from Amery’s solicitors to William
Moates, liquidator and shareholders of the company, demanded the
£300 which remained owing to him and gave notice that if the sum
was ‘not paid within six months he will sell the steam engine and all
fittings under the terms of the Resolution of the Company...’81

Druid Mining Co. Ltd
The mine probably then stood idle for almost four years until the
next group of adventurers to take it on bought the setts in November
1866 for £4000.82 The new concern went under the title of the Druid
Mining Company. In December the Tavistock Gazette reported:
Druid Mine near Ashburton is again set to work by an influential company,
who are likely to carry out the mine as it deserves. The engine-house, engine,
&c., have been repaired, and set in complete working order by the engineer,
Mr James Chenhall, who deserves every credit for his plans and exertions.83

The company was represented by Loxley and Morley solicitors of
Cheapside and three members of the Morley family were on the list
of shareholders as well as Henry Barton of Highfield, Rock Ferry,
Cheshire, who is referred to as ‘the present manager of the mine’.84
Although Barton is known to have later resided at Brimpts, near
Postbridge, no connection has been established between him and the
Brimpts Mines, which had closed by 1 855, though it is known that
he was heavily involved in the Whiteworks Tin Mine from 1868.85
Protracted negotiations took place over conditions of the lease and
setts to be worked (Fig. 6). A series of correspondence between J.S.
Amery, his solicitor and nephew Thomas Windiatt of Totnes, and
Loxley and Morley occurred between 25 January 1867 and 5 March
1868 of which some of Amery’s and Loxley and Morley’s letters
survive.86 The delay was caused through disagreement over exactly
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Fig. 6. P/on of the mine setts at Druid as delineated on the Druid Mining Co. Ltd lease
of 4 February 1868. Based on DRO 5651 M/lease.
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what rights the company would have on different parts of the sett and
how different wording on the lease and its associate map would affect
those rights. Numerous redrafts of the lease and map passed between
the three parties. Agreement was reached in February 1868 when
Amery signed the lease.87 Accompanying the signed lease was a note
from Amery to Windeatt in which he writes ‘ As the workings do not
appear very flourishing I fear the company may not carry out their
engagement’. The lease was to run from Christmas 1866, but work at
the mine had certainly been continuing since November. In September
1867 (PCaptain) Stephen Paull provided a detailed report on the first
ten months of operations at a general meeting. Repairs to the engine
and boilers had been completed and after months of difficulty,
unforking (i.e. unwatering) was now taking place to clear to the 78
fathom level. An accumulation of foul air had apparently prevented
operations, though this had been remedied by the ‘erection of an air
machine attached to the engine which thoroughly ventilated the
mine’. Among the optimistic descriptions of the lodes and progress in
exploiting them, Paull states that some yellow-grey copper ore dug
from a winze sunk 5 fathoms below the 25 fathom level had been
sold and that a further 35 tons of ‘fair quality ore’ from the 25 had
been raised to surface for crushing together with 20 tons of sulphur
mundic. Success in the 25 fathom level had led to the decision to
allow the mine to flood below the 36 to save on coal; the lower levels
could then be exploited at a later date.88
By November however, work below these levels had restarted as a
letter from the captain, John Paull89 informs:
Your letter of 23rd is duly at hand. In reference to the water having raised to
the 36 fathom level while crushing there was no other alternative. In keeping
the 36 clear there would scarcely be one hours work of water to pump out at
10 strokes per minute. Mr Barton has ordered the pumps be dropped to the
46 fathom level and when such is done I cannot as the Captain of the mine
but advise you commencing mining operations at that level, as the
appearance of the 36 fathom level east[?] shows that this dip of ore bearing
ground is to the cherts and consequently think your chance of success is
greater as they slip and slide seen at the 25 and 36 fathom levels and the
effects of which have proved at a deeper level, at the same time that you are
opening up ground in the 25 and 36.
The current expense of the mine will be but little increased the additional
weight to the engine may cost lVs tons of coal per week more than at present
consumed.
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You are aware that richer and larger deposits of ore may reasonably be
expected in the deepest levels and from what we have seen in the 25 and 36,
I conclude that these three levels in going west will open up a good and
lasting mine.”

Notable in this report is the fact that at this stage this company was
still concentrating effort mainly at the shallower levels. It also implies
that crushing of ores at surface was being powered by the steam
engine at that time and diverting the power away from the pumps
had caused the water level to rise. The next surviving report from
Captain Paull comes six months later in May 1868; the letter has the
familiar optimistic tone and discusses progress at the 36, 46 and 58
fathom levels:
The engine and pumps continue in good condition and dressing and crushing
at surface is going on at all speed. Three parcels of Mundick (19 tons at
stamps) have been sent to Plymouth and should they prove satisfactory any
amount can be raised at small expense... Taking the Druid as a whole there
is not a more legitimate mining enterprise to be found which will yet be
crowned with [?] success.91

The Druid Mining Company was the only one to work the sett who
have recorded sales of ore for, apart from those already mentioned,
on 23 May 1867 14 tons of copper were sold by them at Truro for
£25.Ils92 and on 24 July 1868 they sold 24 tons for £49. 16s.93
New Victoria Mining Co. Ltd
The latter sale of ore is the last known document referring to Druid
Mining Co. and by May 1869, for whatever reason, the sett had been
taken over by the Victoria (South Devon) Mining Company Ltd of 8
Old Jewry, London E.C, constituted with capital of £20,000, to be
raised by the sale of a proposed 14,000 shares. The directors were
William Napier, Charles Osborne and Charles Hingston plus two
directors of Druid.94 By June 1870 the company had again been
reorganized as New Victoria (SD) Copper Mine;95 local managers
listed were John Barry (sectretary), formerly of Druid Mining Co,
Moses Bawden (accountant) and Captain William George of
Ashburton (agent). Loxley and Morley continued as the company
solicitors and the mine manager was William Skewis.96
By 10 August 1870, at the company’s second General Meeting, it
was reported that the old engine which had failed to pump the lower
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Fig. 7. Share certificate of the New Victoria (South Devon) Mining Co. Ltd, dated 16th
March 1871 and issued to Charles Osborne, one of the company directors (courtesy of
Mr Bernard Moore, BRMC@AOL.com).

levels of the mine under the previous company, hence their lack of
success, had been replaced with a new one, the work being carried
out by Henry Barton (former manager of Druid Mine) and that the
88 fathom level was now drained.97 On 9 December that year the
Tavistock Gazette confidently reported that: ‘This is likely to become
one of the prizes of 1870. A good copper lode has been cut in the
bottom level, with a probability of its continuance.’98 A report of 12
December informs that the machinery, apart from the engine,
includes a 60ft waterwheel and a steam whim. This is the first
documentary evidence for the existence of the waterwheel.99
The third General meeting took place on 13 April 1871 where it was
explained that the board had still not been able to sell all the allotted
shares. Captain Skewis had decided to concentrate on the 86 and 96
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fathom levels where a crosscut was being carried south in an attempt
to prove the opinion of a former company (DNCMC) that the two
great lodes would form a junction.100 This was a theory originally
propounded by Captain Hawke ten years earlier.101 However, in
Skewis’ report of 11 April102 he confirmed that he does not believe this
to be the case. He also reported the driving and extending of various
other cross courses at the 96 and 86 fathom levels and referred to the
erection of a new Patent Jigging Apparatus, enlarging the pond and
repairing the large waterwheel. With reference to the ore, he stated:
...Lodes of such immense size and of great promise, as I am confidently of
[the] opinion that they will surely produce abundance of Copper if energetic
operations are persevered in.
I am not aware of Lodes producing such quantities of Mundic failing to
produce large quantities of Copper.

This optimism is marred to some extent by his description of the
material which had already been raised to surface:
We find the Jigging Machine to work admirably, but the clean Ore we have
obtained, although containing a large per centage of Sulphur, contains but a
poor percentage of Copper. If, however, we can find a market for this low
quality Ore, at a paying price, there will be little difficulty in our raising from
the levels already opened very considerable quantities.

Section drawings (Fig. 8) and a plan of New Victoria Mine have
survived, showing progress up to March 1871, on which the Great
North Lode and New South Lode together with all the shafts and
levels worked then and formerly.103
By December 1871 the NVSDMC was clearly experiencing
financial difficulties when at a meeting the balance sheet showed a
total debit of £952 14s lid.104 Nothing further is known of this
company though a paragraph in the Mining Journal for 27 April
1872 it is mentioned that: Wheal Druid which was “knocked” a few
weeks since is, it is stated, soon to be worked again...’.105

Ashburton Tin and Copper Mining Co. Ltd
A further attempt at making the sett pay was undertaken by the
Ashburton Tin and Copper Mining Company Ltd (ATCMC) in 1872,
which was launched with many column inches in the Mining Journal of
July that year.106 This company aimed to raise capital of £80,000 in £5

Fig. 8. Redrawn sectional view

o f New Victoria Mine

in 1871. Based on DRO AMP RIOOB.
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shares to purchase the mine for £50,000 and develop it . .which presents
undoubted prospects of yielding large quantities of both copper and tin
ore’. All the optimistic reports of past endorsers of the mine such as
Hitchin and Skewis were printed at length together with an article
promoting the mineral prospects for the Ashburton district in general,
including descriptions of this mine and that at Storms Down and Sigford.
It was also mentioned that the lodes could well be a continuation of the
valuable Devon Great Consols lodes. Transport costs, it was claimed,
had been the problem for mining enterprises in the Ashburton district
until this time but this was soon to change with the coming of the South
Devon Railway between Totnes and Ashburton. None of the directors at
ATCMC appear to have had previous association with any of the
companies involved at Druid and none were local, but Henry Barton
(formerly manager of Druid Mine and contractor to New Victoria Co.)
did have a role in this mine, though exactly what is uncertain; an
indenture agreement for this company to operate, was signed as late as
1873 which, although it has not survived itself, is mentioned in a letter
to Henry Barton in 1878 ‘late of Brimpts’ informing him that the rent
was five years in arrears to the sum of £230 and the premises were
therefore being repossessed by Amery’s widow, Frances.107
East Dartmoor Tin and Copper Mining Co. Ltd
One last gasp for the mine at Druid came in 1874 when the East
Dartmoor Tin and Copper Mining Co. Ltd was formed and
registered in Truro, with the intention of acquiring the Druid Mine.108
However, in January 1876 the lease, plant, machinery and stock-intrade were again offered for sale in one lot10’ and it is unlikely this
company ever commenced work at the site. The equipment listed
included a 56-inch pumping engine in first-class order, three boilers
of 10 tons each, 155 fathoms of pitwork, water-wheel, grinder,
balance, capstan and chain, wire rope, windlass, rods, plates.
Nothing further is recorded of mining operations or companies at
Druid and it may be safely assumed that activity had permanently
ceased by this time.

DISCUSSION OF THE DOCUMENTATION AND ITS
HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The Ashburton district had been a major centre for the production of
tin since medieval times and several tin mines in the vicinity of Druid
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were still operating in the mid-nineteenth century, such as
Owlacombe (SX 770 734) and Whiddon (SX 755 715). The
exploitation of copper came much later to south Devon and
Dartmoor but copper production at Ausewell Mine (SX 727 709),
less than 1.5km from Druid, is recorded from 1724.110 Wheal Emma
and Brookwood mines (SX 715 675) in Buckfastleigh were exploiting
a rich copper lode between the 1850s and 70s while 3km SSW of
Druid a small copper mine beside the River Dart known as Queen of
the Dart (SX 734 687) had brought ample though short-lived rewards
from 1854-9.111 Although in the second half of the nineteenth century
the rewards from copper mining in Britain were generally to decline,
especially in Cornwall, the continued success of Devon Great Consols
near Tavistock, Britain’s most successful copper mine, must have
fuelled optimism that other districts around Dartmoor, such as
Ashburton, could achieve equal success. Production of copper in the
two counties was still increasing from 1850 reaching a peak in 18556 when Devon Great Consols produced over three times that of the
highest producing Cornish mine.112
It was on the back of this great optimism that the first venture at
Druid was borne in the 1850s, in the form of Arundell (United)
Copper Mining Co. (1852-1858). The adventurers’ continuous
efforts to associate the Ashburton district with Devon Great Consols,
were an attempt to tap into this optimism and maintain momentum.
Unfortunately, by the 1860s British copper mining was in a steep
decline and the later years of the decade have been described as a
complete ‘crash’ caused by low ore prices and cheap imports.113 It is
puzzling that companies and investors could still be found to take an
interest in the mine at Druid, despite this depressed backdrop, but
optimism continued in the form of Devon New Copper Mining Co.
(1858-1862), Druid Mining Co. Ltd (1866-1868), and New Victoria
(South Devon) Mining Co. Ltd (1869-1872); each was short-lived
and all were almost totally unrewarding. In Cornwall the first copper
mines to suffer in the depression were those working low-grade ores
at depth with high pumping costs. This would make investment in the
Ashburton Tin and Copper Mining Co., one of the last ventures at
Druid launched as late as 1872, seem particularly unsafe, with all but
one of the previous companies to operate the mine having never
produced any worthwhile ore and having a large steam engine to run.
This is probably why the idea of exploiting tin at the site was
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promoted for the first time by this company, despite the mine having
no history of tin production. It was no doubt intended to reassure
potential investors of a ‘belt and braces’ approach as the tin market
was still very buoyant in the early 1870s. It is unlikely however that
Ashburton Tin and Copper Mining Co. or the East Dartmoor Tin and
Copper Mining Co., the last company involved at Druid, sold
sufficient shares or ever achieved anything at the mine either above or
below ground.
The detailed historical record which is available for this singularly
unsuccessful mine begs an important debate: while it is tempting at
first to assume that this entire enterprise was a thinly veneered
exercise in separating gullible shareholders from their money, it could
equally have been a case of totally misplaced optimism on a grand
scale, with all those involved truly believing there were riches to be
made here. If the whole episode were one of deception, as is so often
assumed with such mines, then it is difficult to identify who the main
perpetrators would be. Was it the adventurers’ own sanguine
optimism that led them to be less than honest as to the true prospects
for the mine when trying to gain and retain investment, whereby
minor distortions of the truth were just a means to help get others
involved? Druid Mine was after all, a speculation in the most extreme
sense, with no record of metal mining at the site before 1852. Or
were the adventurers in turn misled by mine captains, agents,
consultants and miners with their rosy reports of good times just
around the corner, attempting to keep themselves in employment for
as long as possible and sustain local prosperity?
The only individual known to be associated with every one of the
enterprises was J.S. Amery, the freeholder of the property. From the
three surviving leases it is known that Amery agreed to a rent of £40
p.a., plus one-twentieth dues on any ore produced, though the latter
clearly never amounted to anything. When the Arundell Mine was
launched in 1852, Amery was at the heart of the enterprise,
frequently reporting progress to the committee. He was also the
driving force behind the benevolent fund and other social rarities of
the time such as the miners’ library and various gifts to the miners.
His involvement in similar schemes is recorded at the Devon Tin
Mines at Brimpts.114 It is recorded that Amery’s own servants were
buying shares in Arundell Mine in 1852,115 something he would surely
have discouraged had he any doubts about the enterprise himself. He
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was less personally involved with the mining companies during later
episodes but the fact that he was anxious that the later adventurers
should prosecute the working effectively is recorded.116 It is notable
that no further companies took on the mines at Druid after Amery’s
death in 1878, but by this time British copper mining was in
accelerated decline. It seems likely that Amery simply viewed mining
at Druid as a means of bringing prosperity, not just to himself but
also to the Ashburton district.117 The mine was indeed often cited in
general attempts to raise the profile of Ashburton as a mining district
in the local press and in the Mining Journal.
In his seminal work into many of the issues surrounding the
management of Dartmoor’s mines during the 1850s, Broughton
highlighted a number of cases of dishonesty, management
incompetence and misdirected funds. The typical mine shareholder at
that time was wealthy, probably lived far from Devon, had absolutely
no knowledge of mining and could easily be persuaded to invest in a
gamble which, if successful, could bring great returns. In many cases
the blind optimism of the directors led to lavish investment in surface
machinery at mines with little or no prospect of raising paying ore,
the result being ruinous for the company. Broughton concludes
however, that matters improved in the late 1850s when mine agents
and captains ‘whose reputations in the field of mining were widely
known and who were acclaimed to be the best’ were recruited by the
companies; among these he lists Hitchins, Skewis and Bawden119 all of
whom became involved at Druid. Surely they would not have been so
keen to risk their reputations if they had been in any serious doubt
about the prospect there? It could be argued that until the
involvement of such people, as well as Philip Hawke and John Paull,
the mine was something of an amateur affair during the Arundell
period when massive effort was directed at the wrong sections of the
sett. By the time more effective management was in place, the copper
market was in recession and raising a sufficient number of investors
was more difficult.
As to the alleged quality of the ‘ores’ at Druid mentioned in reports
by mine captains and various consultants, it is clear that while
interested parties were talking-up the prospects for the mine by
exaggerating the expected yield from the ores, the amount of copper
in them was negligible. This is unwittingly revealed first by Mr Reid’s
presence at the mine using his apparatus designed specifically for
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extracting metal from low-grade ores as early as 1857.120 Had the ores
been of a high quality this would certainly not have been needed.
Later, in 1871, Skewis revealed that he was producing sulphurous
ores with low copper content121 but most telling is the fact that, as a
whole, the concern at Druid produced only a very small total of
saleable ore. Although reports of a 30ft-wide lode and similarities
with the lode at Devon Great Consols recur throughout the life of the
mine, obviously this was not the case. The lodes may well have
existed but not of a quality that could offer a paying price in a
depressed market. To the various adventurers however, these lowgrade ores were simply an indication that better material must be
nearby.

FIELD EVIDENCE
(NB Druid Mine is sited within private property and must not be
entered without prior permission of the owner)
Shafts (Fig. 2)
Three named shafts were being sunk by September 1852, William’s,
Watson’s and Arundell; Victoria was commenced from May 1853.
Surface remains of three shafts survive within Sett 1, which
correspond to documented shafts but the position of William’s Shaft,
named after the first captain of the mine, is not recorded.
Watson’s Shaft (a)
Named after Dr Watson, the geologist and assayer of Arundell
United. The position of this shaft is recorded on the Abandoned Mine
Plan.122 The remains are approximately 183m west of the engine
house and consist of a narrow diameter (l-2m) open shaft with a
spoil collar.
Arundell Shaft (b)
The surface evidence consists only of a stony depression in the ground
adjacent to the boundary wall by the road. The shaft has been capped
and covered with soil quite recently.

Victoria Shaft (c)
This was the engine shaft and has the engine house which powered
the pumping equipment at surface. Although the shaft had been
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Fig. 9. English Heritage 1:500 earthwork plan, reduced (copyright English Heritage).
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Fig. I 0. Part of earthwork plan highlighting features around Victoria Shaft and the
dressing area to the south (copyright English Heritage).
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remains as surveyed (copyright English Heritage).
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temporarily capped, this had collapsed at the time of survey and it is
now open. The upper, visible section of the shaft is rectangular in
plan and has evidence of timber shoring still in place and a section of
the wooden pump rod with several iron tie bands is still in situ. This
shaft is recorded as having been sunk to 96 fathoms. The problem of
unwatering the mine, as reported by the various companies, and
leading to the enlargement of the engine in 1869, is all too obvious
today when, during periods of sustained rainfall, this shaft fills with
water to the surface.

Boro Wood Shaft (d)
Named ‘Borro Wood’ shaft on the Abandoned Mine Plan123 this is
probably the shaft mentioned on the ‘Borough-Wood Copper Mining
Company’ prospectus of 1856,124 said to have been sunk in that year.
The shaft is still partially open though has been used as a receptacle
for rubbish. It has a spoil collar of approximately 1.5m high and a
well-defined earthwork whim platform of 10m diameter is sited 5m
to the north where a horse whim would have been used to wind
material up and down the shaft. The relationship between this shaft
and any levels cutting the main lodes in the area, if any, is not known.
Adit (e)
An open adit with water issuing is marked on the OS 1:2500 map at
SX 7429 7140, 250m south-west of the engine house. It was not
examined as part of the English Heritage survey. The adit was being
driven from 1852 with the intention to connect with Watson’s Shaft.
It is depicted on a plan of the sett from 1860 where it is shown
connecting to Watson’s shaft.125
The Engine House and associated features
Much of the engine house survives; the central section which includes
the bob wall and cylinder loading, together with the stack are in
exceptionally good condition though in an unstable state and heavily
clad with ivy. The engine house has been the subject of analysis by
Nance,126 which revealed much of interest including evidence for the
alterations undertaken when a larger engine was installed, as
documented late in 1869.127 The original building, built to house a
30-inch cylinder pumping engine in 1853-4, consisted of the central
structure, housing the bob wall and cylinder, and the sunken
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Fig. 12. Photograph ofc. 1913 showing the derelict engine house and stack viewed
from the south. Photograph by Amy Hannaford, nee Satterly (courtesy of Pete Webb).

rectangular lean-to structure on the north side which contained two
boilers. The former is constructed from granite and survives to almost
its full original height on the south side. The bob wall on the west is
also intact, as probably is the eastern wall which has an intact, brickarched cylinder opening of 1.5m wide by 4m high, approached on its
exterior by an earth ramp. The northern wall has partially collapsed
and is in danger of collapsing even further. The building was
consolidated by two steel tie-rods passing between the north and
south walls - one of which survives in situ, the other has been bent by
the collapse of the north wall - and two passing through the east and
west walls. The exterior end plates are of cast iron and bear the
inscription ‘Tavistock Iron Works’.128 The southern wall has
decorative vertical raised piers running the full height of the masonry,
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Fig. 13. View of the waterwheel, launder and crusher house while still standing. Exact
date unknown but likely to be in the late 1870s or 1880s. Photographer unknown
(courtesy of Mr and Mrs Heatley).

Fig. 14. View of the waterwheel and crusher house after the collapse of the launder.
Exact date unknown but probably pre-1900. Note the engine house to the rear is still
intact, compared to Fig. 12. Photographer unknown (courtesy of Mr and Mrs Heatley).
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from just above ground, and four arched window openings; one of
these has been blocked while another has an intact iron window
frame with ornate glazing bars. Photographs taken from the south in
the late 1870s (Fig. 14) and in 1913 (Fig. 12) show the top section of
the building when intact and reveal that it had either a complex roof,
combining angled and flat sections, or that this outline was simply a
facade. In a letter of June 1853 Arundell informed Amery that designs
for the engine house were advanced and that he could now request
his own architect to add embellishment to make the building appear
ornamental ‘but this must not add much to the cost’.129 When in use
the hilltop position of this building would have made it a striking
landmark if viewed from the Ashburton area to the south and Amery
was clearly concerned over the aesthetics of the structure. The top
section of wall or facade is currently disguised by vegetation though
its outline is visible.
The boiler house on the north side survives only as a rectangular
hollow of 14m by 5.5m by 1.5m deep with a stone revetment on the
two long sides. On the west end is a slightly more substantial,
upstanding wall, while to the east no wall is now visible.
On the eastern exterior is the stack which still stands almost to its
full original height, as depicted in Fig. 12. It has a base diameter of
3m. It is gently tapered; the lower section is made from small pieces
of mortared granite and the top section is of red brick decorated with
shallow arched niches and a protruding collar at the base of the brick
section. There are two small openings at the base of the stack for
fumes to pass from the boilers.
According to Nance130 several alterations were made to the building
in 1869, when the larger engine was installed. This included
thickening of the bob wall by 0.46m and extending the back of the
house by 0.9m. The major addition however was a second boiler
house on the south side of the building. This was not sunken as was
the other boiler house and only part of the western wall now survives.
This area, adjacent to the south side of the main structure, could have
been occupied by crushing and dressing equipment, prior to the 1869
alterations as it is implied in the letter from Captain John Paull of
1868 that the steam engine was powering such apparatus.131
The balance bob and counterweight were housed in a sunken
revetted structure attached to the north side of the shaft. The channel
in which the balance beam sat is incomplete but the beam could have
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been 12m long, including the bob. The area which housed the weight
or bob is 2.9m by 3.9m and the whole structure survives to 3m deep.
Vestiges of timber beams with vertical iron bolts survive on the surface
of the revetment where the bearings of the fulcrum were fastened.
To the north of the bob pit is a sunken stone structure which
housed a winding device or steam whim for raising and lowering
material in the shaft. It comprises two parallel stone-revetted pits, the
longest of which is between 6 and 7m long by Im wide, each of which
contained a vertically set wheel. Threaded iron studs are visible on
the upper surfaces of the walls.

The wheelpit and crusher house
The wheelpit is sited in a field just south of the mine, now surrounded
by trees. The waterwheel is mentioned only twice while in use in the
known documentary sources, in 1871-2, late in the life of the mine.
Two photographs of the wheel when still in situ have come to light
(Figs 13 and 14) and probably date to before 1900, possibly as early
as the late 1870s. The wheel was listed in the auction inventory of
1876,132 though there is no record of whether it was sold and removed
at this date. If it was sold, then the photographs must have been taken
before then which would place them among the earliest surviving
photographs of a Dartmoor mine waterwheel to have so far come to
light. The wheel is also depicted on the plans and sections of New
Victoria Mine from 1871 (Fig. 8)13’ though there is no indication of
what the water power was used for.
The wheelpit survives intact. It is built into the slope of the hillside
and is constructed in granite. It measures internally 19.1m long by
1.5m wide and 7m deep. The walling at the upper north end is flush
with the ground surface but at the lower end the structure stands
proud by 2.5m. It could have housed a backshot waterwheel of
approximately 60ft (18.5m) diameter by a maximum of 4ft 6 inches
(1.4m) breast, which places it among the larger diameter wheels
associated with Dartmoor mining. The launder was raised on a set of
piers (Fig. 13) and conducted water from a leat which ran across the
top of the spoil heaps and probably originated from the large
rectangular earthwork reservoir to the north of the site (below).
Fifteen metres south of the wheelpit was the portal of the tailrace.
This is now blocked but an earthwork channel survives which
conducted the used water down to the field boundary below. Water
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then followed the field wall west before being released into the field
below through a gap in the wall.
Attached to the east side of the wheelpit is a ruined rectangular
building measuring 5.2m by 4.6m and standing in places to 4m high.
In the late nineteenth-century photograph of the wheel (Fig. 14), this
building is still intact and roofed. It had a slanted roof with the
highest wall being that adjacent to the wheelpit. This building almost
certainly contained crushing rollers powered by the 60ft wheel.
Adjacent to the south side of the building is much evidence of
dressing waste and some in-situ timber remains, probably associated
with the crushing apparatus.
Building a
North of the engine house are the low wall remains of a building. The
building appears to have comprised two compartments though
earthwork remains on the eastern end could represent a third.
However, on an early depiction of the mine, only two are shown.134
The most visible section measures 5.2m by 5.8m with a probable
entrance on the south side. The secondary section on the west end is
approximately 5.3m by 3.8m. An apparent revetted alleyway of 1.7m
wide runs along the northern exterior of the building. These remains
are likely to be of the smith’s shop and counting house which were
completed by November 1852.
Building b
The hollowed interior and traces of walling from a building which is
depicted on the plan of 1871,135 are built into the corner of an earthwork
bank. The interior measurements are approximately 3.7m by 2.8m.

The Captain’s House
A dwelling was built to the south of the mine at SX 7468 7133 as
accommodation for the mine manager and is marked as ‘Captain’s
House’ on the sett map of 1860 (Fig. 5). The cottage is still occupied
as a private residence and was not investigated as part of the English
Heritage survey.
The reservoir or pond
On the higher, flatter, northernmost sector of the site is a roughly
rectangular hollow earthwork. Although, like the wheelpit and
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crushing house, this feature receives little mention in any of the
documentation, it was almost certainly constructed as a reservoir to
provide water for the 60ft waterwheel and is the ‘pond’ described by
Captain Skewis in 1871.136 The earthwork measures 98m east to west
by 50m. On the higher northern side and the east and west ends the
capacity has been created by removing earth to create a hollow of
2.3m deep with a level base, but along the lower southern edge a
bank or dam has been raised to a height of only 1.5m (see section).
The surplus material has been dumped around the periphery of the
hollow and in four separate heaps on the south side. The bank has
incorporated a former field boundary, masonry from which survives
along some of the outer face. In the center of the reservoir a circular
portion of the ground has been left untouched and had a revetment
placed around its diameter effectively creating an island. For what
purpose this was intended is not known. The reservoir covers an area
of approximately 4,211m2 (excluding the island) and could have held
6,316m3 (6.3-million litres or almost 1.39-million gallons) of water if
filled to its maximum depth of 1.5m. The probable outlet was on the
south-east corner where a gap in the bank is visible, which could have
accommodated a sluice gate. Below this opening, and attached to the
exterior of the reservoir is a second, smaller earthwork with an area
of 627m2, which would also have been capable of holding water
though whether that is the purpose for which it was intended is not
known. The larger reservoir was breached in two places when a track
was constructed through it after abandonment in 1874, but before
1885 when the track is depicted on the OS first edition 25" map. The
source of water to fill this storage capacity is something of an enigma.
There are certainly no divertable natural springs or streams known
nearby and rainwater runoff at this altitude would have been
negligible. It is possible that in the absence of a drainage adit
associated with the engine shaft, water was pumped up the shaft and
drawn to surface to serve this purpose.
Spoil dumps
Considering the mine has a recorded working period of around 20
years, the total quantity of dumped spoil is minimal. Although the main
spoil dump, south of the engine house is impressive, standing to a
maximum height of approximately 5m and covering an area of
approximately 1,740m2, it does not appear to represent great
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productivity at the mine, although some waste could have been
disposed of in dead areas below ground. Also, Dines137 observed that
traces of copper in this material were small, suggesting either that the
retrieval rate for the ore was high or that the copper yield from the lode
was generally poor. The dump, which has a level upper surface, consists
of a solid concretion of blackish, shaley material. Weathering has
caused the dump to begin breaking up at the southern end and some
undermining on the south-east side leaving unstable overhanging edges.
A further large dump of waste material is to the far south of the site
below the wheelpit. It measures 35m by 15m by 2m high and
apparently consists of finer material which is likely to be the waste
product from the crushing and dressing processes housed in the
building just above.
A small flat-topped dump SE of the engine house could be waste
from processing ores when crushing was taking place beside the
engine house.

CONCLUSION
When Arundell Mine was first promoted in 1852 there is no reason
to suppose that the adventurers’ belief in the viability of the mine was
anything but genuine, if unrealistic and over-optimistic. The still
buoyant copper market of the early 1850s encouraged large
investment in ‘laying open’ the mine for long-term benefit and
‘ultimate results’ whereby £10 000 had been paid out in doing so by
1855. The failure to produce any ore in that time resulted in a
cashflow shortage, exacerbated by the Strahan Paul affair, which
ultimately resulted in the failure of the Arundell company. All the
companies to take on the mine thereafter, from Devon New Copper
Mining Co. to East Dartmoor Tin and Copper Mining Co., struggled
with a combination of factors including the low quality of the ore, a
cash shortage caused by lack of investors and plummeting ore prices.
Ultimately the story for Druid Mine as a mining enterprise is one of
almost total failure, although it undoubtedly provided some
prosperity and a source of employment to the Ashburton district in
the years it was operational.
Although the documentation for Druid Mine reveals that it was, for
the most part of its working life, little more than a prospect and
therefore not as developed as an ore-producing mine, it does retain
some important field remains at surface, which are highly illustrative
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of the period. The engine house, dating from 1854, is clearly the most
significant of the surviving features and the 1869 alterations to it,
noted by Nance,138 make it unique; more detailed recording of the
standing remains would no doubt prove rewarding. The construction
of a crushing house and waterwheel, must have been a massive
investment but precise documentation for that event eludes us. It is
likely to have occurred late in the life of the mine because the great
height needed for the launder was achieved by running the leat over
the main spoil heap, which would have already taken on substantial
proportions. The waterwheel, a particularly large example by
Dartmoor standards, which had a diameter of about 60ft was sited
where no natural water supply was available so a massive earthwork
reservoir was constructed a little higher up the hill. Even at this point
no water was present and it seems very likely that water raised up the
shaft by the steam engine was used to fill it. After closure and
removal of machinery, no demolition took place and although the
area is now under trees, much of the evidence for Druid Mine
survives in a good state of preservation.
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NOTES
Abbreviations
DJ
Devonport Journal
EFP
Exeter Flying Post
MJ
Mining Journal
TG
Tavistock Gazette

DRO
WCSL

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Devon Record Office, Exeter
Westcountry Studies Library, Exeter
A recent acquisition of the Devon Record Office, originated from Windeatt
the solicitors of Totnes, who acted on J. S. Amery’s behalf; it contained a
considerable number of letters and other documents concerned with Druid
Mine (DRO 5651M). A variety of additional material, including deeds,
share certificates, correspondence and photographs survive in various
private collections. The mine is also particularly well represented in the
Mining Journal and local newspapers, especially the earlier years. For the
purposes of the present paper it has been necessary to be selective and use
only material relevant to the working of the mine. Much further
information remains to be gleaned regarding the activities of the directors,
committees, and financial management as well as the benevolent fund
which operated in the early days of the mine.
Dines, 1956.
Hamilton Jenkin, 1981, 111-17.
Von Arx, 1995. Documents in R. Von Arx’s private collection at the
time of his writing have since come into the possession of the present
author.
Nance & Nance, 1996, 114-16.
DRO Tithe Map for Ashburton 1840.
DRO 565 lM/letter/24.4.1852.
MJ 22.5.1852.
MJ 5.6.1852.
DRO 5651M/prospectus.
From January 1853 J. W. Arundell was using the address of The
Office of Mines, 26 New Bridge St, Blackfriars (DRO 5615M/B5).
Bird & Hirst, 1996, 16.
DRO 924B/E1/4.
MJ 3.7.1852.
MJ 3.7.1852.
MJ 4.9.1852.
Heatley documents/prospectus.
MJ 13.11.1852.
MJ 15.1.1853.
MJ 23.4.1857.
MJ 12.3.1853.
MJ 28.5.1853.
MJ 7.5.1853.
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24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

DRO 5651M/B5 letter 14.12.1852.
DRO 5651M/B5 letter 23.7.1853.
MJ 19.11.1853.
Hamilton Jenkin, 1981, 112.
MJ 14.1.1854.
DJ 23.2.1854.
DJ 18.4.1854.
DJ 27.4.1854.
William Thomas is likely to be the same as was captain at
Whiteworks in 1848, or his son - also William and also a miner
(Greeves, 2002, 3). A Captain William Thomas also managed the
Devon Tin Mines at Brimpts in 1854 (Bird & Hirst, 1996, 25).
MJ 8.4.1854.
The subject of gold at Arundell Mine highlights an interesting episode
of what has been referred to as gold fever during the early 1850s,
which was occurring elsewhere in Britain and on Dartmoor. The
invention of machines such as the Berdan Pan, as used by Calvert at
Druid in 1853, enabled small quantities of gold to be extracted from
ores which would otherwise be unobtainable. The problem was that
gold still had to be present in sufficient levels to make the purchase
and running of the equipment economically viable. Dealers would
undertake free trials in the hope of selling a machine to companies at
mines where the trials were successful. This naturally led to the
accusation that the trials were rigged, especially if upon the purchase
of a machine after a fruitful trial the operation thereafter proved
unsuccessful (Camm, 1999, 21). Calvert claimed to have recovered
2oz of gold per ton from the mundic of the Great Lode at Druid (MJ
14.1.1854). These ‘successful’ trials led to a flurry of excitement at
shareholders’ meetings but they wisely decided not to purchase the
apparatus. It is interesting however that Samuel Perkes, another
manufacturer of such equipment was undertaking trials with Druid
ores also in 1854 and claimed a retrieval rate of 6?oz per ton from
gossans of the Great Lode (MJ 14.1.1854). Perkes is known also to
have sampled ores from the Devon Tin Mines at Brimpts where he
caused similar excitement, though that mine closed soon after (Bird &
Hirst, 1996, 25). See also note 42 below.
MJ 9.9.1854.
DJ 7.9.1854.
DJ 29.6.1854.
MJ 16.12.1854.
MJ 30.6.1855.
MJ 25.8.1855.
EFP 25.10.1855.
MJ 9.9.1854.
DRO 5651M/letter/24.4.1852.
MJ 22.4.1854.
DRO 5651M/prospectus.

33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
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46.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

80.
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Barge-Yard Chambers, Bucklersbury was the office address for other
Westcountry mining companies, notably the Britannia Gold and Copper
Mine near North Molton, which was struck by the same gold fever as
Arundell in the early 1850s and was forced to close after expending all
its financial reserves on a fruitless search for gold (Camm, 1999,82-3). It
was also the business address of Perry F. Nursey, Secretary and Purser of
The Arundell Copper Mine in August 1857 (DRO 5615M/B5).
EFP 7.7.1856.
MJ 4.10.1856.
DRO 5651M/minutes.
DRO 5651M/minutes.
MJ 13.12.1856.
DRO 5651M/report.
DJ 12.2.1857.
MJ 23.4.1857.
MJ 3.10.1857.
DRO5651M/letter/22.5.1858.
DRO5651M/letter/15.6.1858.
MJ 23.10.1858.
MJ 5.2.1859.
DRO 5651M/prospectus.
DRO 5651M/indenture/4.6.1860.
MJ 9.4.1859.
MJ 30.4.1859.
MJ 11.6.1859.
MJ 22.10.1859.
MJ 21.4.1860.
Queen of the Dart Mine 3km SSW of Druid at SX 734 687 had closed
in 1859 after producing 579 tons of copper between 1854-7
(Hamilton Jenkin, 1981, 103).
DRO 5651M/letter/29.11.1861.
DRO 5651M/letter/13.11.1861.
DRO 5651M/letter/6.11.1861.
DRO 5651M/letter/29.11.1861.
MJ 23.3.1861.
MJ 10.8.1861.
Hamilton Jenkin, 1982, 115.
MJ 4.1.8162.
MJ 8.3.1862.
MJ 7.6.1862.
MJ 19.12.1862.
Royal Commission to inquire into Condition of Mines in G.B. to
which provisions of Mines Act 1860 do not apply. House of
Commons Sessional Papers 1864 Vol. 24 Pt 2 appendix 1, 452-3.
No company is known to have operated at Druid under the name of
Devon New Consols which is likely to be a corruption of Devon New
Copper Mine.
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81.
82.
83.
84.

97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.

DRO 5651M/letter/25.10.1864.
Hamilton Jenkin, 1982, 115.
TG 28.12.1866.
Letter to Windeatt Solicitors of Totnes 30.1.1867. In possession of
author.
Greeves, 2002, 3.
Letters to Windeatt Solicitors of Totnes. In possession of author.
Letter to Windeatt Solicitors of Totnes 22.2.1868. In possession of
author.
MJ 21.9.1867.
John Paull was a well known Dartmoor mine agent who had also
worked Birch Tor and Vitifer mines in the 1830s (Greeves, 1986, 21).
Stephen Paull, who presented the Druid report on 21.09.1867, was
the son of John Paull and was involved with a variety of Dartmoor
mines in the 1850s and ’60s (T. Greeves, pers. comm.).
DRO 5651M/letter/26.11.1867.
DRO 5651M/letter/12.5.1868.
TG 23.5.1867.
TG 24.6.1868.
WCSL Brook Index/Ashburton.
MJ 4.6.1870.
MJ 8.10. 1870. William Skewis of Tavistock is probably the same as
the agent at Birch Tor and Vitifer Mine, and main adventurer at the
King’s Oven setts in about 1866 (Broughton, 1971, 15). He was also
manager of Whiteworks Tin Mine, near Princetown in 1870 (Greeves,
2002, 4). Interestingly Skewis, Barton and Bawden all of whom were
involved with NV(SD)CMC were also involved at Whiteworks at
about the same time.
DRO 5651M/report.
TG 9.12.1970.
MJ 24.12.1870.
DRO 5651M/report.
DRO 5651M/letter/13.11.1861.
DRO 5651M/report/l 1.4.1871.
DROAMPR100B.
MJ 11.11.1871.
MJ 27.4.1872.
MJ 13.7.1872.
DRO 5651M/letter/1878.
WCSL Brook Index/Ashburton.
MJ 8.1.1876.
Hamilton Jenkin, 1981, 108.
Idem 101.
Barton, 1978, 77.
Idem, 79.
Bird & Hirst, 1996.

115.

MJ 13.11.1852.
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Letters to Windeatt Solicitors of Totnes 4.2.1867/ 22.2.1868. In
possession of author.
One recorded example of this is the patronage of the Buckland-in-theMoor estate for the purchase of timber by various companies running
the Druid mine in 1854-5, 1860-61, 1870-71 (Brown, 1995).
Broughton, 1971.
Idem.
MJ 3.10.1857.

DRO 5651M/report/11.4.1871.
DRO AMP R1008.
DRO AMP R1008.
DRO 5651M/prospectus.
DRO 5651M.
Nance & Nance, 1996a, 114-16; 1996b, 4-6.
MJ 11,12, 1869.
The manufacturer of the replacement engine is not known from any
documentation but the inscriptions suggest the Tavistock Iron Works
was involved. By the time the alterations were taking place, in 186970, this company had been taken over by its younger rival Nicholls
Williams also of Tavistock (Barton, 1965, 167) and builder of the
earlier engine at Druid in 1853-4.
DRO 5651M/letter 09.6.1853.
Nance & Nance, 1996a, 114-16; 1996b, 4-6.
DRO 5651M/letter/26.11.1867.
MJ 8.1.1876.
DRO AMP R100B.
DRO AMP R100B.
DRO AMP R100B.
DRO 5651M/report/11.4.1871.
Dines, 1956.
Nance & Nance, 1996a, 114-16.
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